£150,000

11 Kirkes Road
, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 3DP
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A beautifully presented two bedroom mid-terrace home,
well presented throughout and offering ample space... the
home offers flexible living accommodation and is bound to
appeal to many.
The home is versatile and has fantastic potential for either
families or investors! Book your viewing now...

A brief description
Welcome to Kirkes Road, a popular
residential street in the heart of The
Moorlands.
Step inside Number 11 and discover a
well presented home with plenty of
space on offer. Decorated in soft neutral
tones throughout, this is a home which
can be moved straight into.
Both of the bedrooms are doubles, the
family bathroom is generous and the
kitchen is modern in design. There are
two reception rooms and the cellar has
been converted.
Be quick, homes like this don't stick
around for long!

Key Features
• A period home set over 3 floors
• Two double bedrooms
• Two spacious reception rooms
• Modern well appointed kitchen
• Generous size bathroom
• Large converted cellar
• Beautifully presented rear yard
• Outhouse currently used as utility

Where is Kirkes Road?
Welcome to Kirkes Road, a residential street located at the higher end of
Moorlands. Live here and you are just a 15-minute walk from the heart of
Lancaster. You are close to Williamson Park and not far from Lancaster
Canal. Both offering pleasing walks.
It's a vibrant area with so much going on. The Gregson centre plays host to
many events from Pilates through to Zumba, Stage Coach acting classes
for children through to a weekly choir meet up. There are excellent schools
in walking distance including the renowned Lancaster Royal Grammar
School for Boys.
Live here and you'll be admiring the views across Morecambe Bay on a
daily basis. Step out of your front door and from the streets elevated
position, it is a joy to see to look down the street and over the city skyline.
Lancaster Christ Church is just behind this home.
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The Ground Floor
Make your way up the steps and through the front door at Number 11,
you are immediately greeted by the warm and inviting lounge. The bay
window to the front of the room allows for the space to flood with natural
light whilst the gas fire to the center of the room creates a cosy focal point.
The decor is soft and neutral yet still in keeping with the home's period
feel.
Following on from the lounge is the dining room, a fantastic space which
has ample room for a dining table to seat the whole family, ideal if you
love to entertain. The dining room allows access to the kitchen, leave the
door open and allow conversation to flow freely throughout the space.
The kitchen is neat and compact. Modern in design and simply stunning,
units allow for plenty of storage space and ample room for all necessary
appliances.

The Upper Floors
Take the stairs up to the first floor, here you will find one of the home's
bedrooms and the family bathroom. The first floor bedroom is generous in
size, spanning the width of the home, there is ample room for a double
bed and all necessary furnishings. There is also a handy under stairs
storage cupboard. The feature wall is decorated deep red, creating a
tranquil setting, perfect for relaxing and unwinding before a good nights
sleep.
The family bathroom is a generous size space, much bigger than most
bathrooms in a home of this nature. Boasting a three piece white suite
and ample storage for linen and bedding. The gas combination boiler
can also be found here.
Now, let's explore the second floor. The second floor boasts a large
double bedroom which occupies the whole level. A velux window floods
the floor with natural light but also allows for the space to feel wonderfully
private. Some houses on this street have been known to split this level into
two rooms, there is more than enough space to do so!

The Cellar & Rear Yard
Number 11 boasts a fully converted cellar, currently used as a music
room, this is an excellent use of space in the home.
To the rear there is a small rear yard which is beautifully presented,
currently well planted, this is could be your very own peaceful little oasis.
The yard allows access to an outhouse which is currently used as a utility.
Perfect for freeing up space in your kitchen.

Office: 01524 843322

What we like
We love the space on offer in this home,
the room sizes really are generous and
there is scope to redesign the home and
add an extra bedroom if you wish!

Extra Information
- Council tax band A
- Converted cellar which was tanked 5 years ago
- The kitchen is 5 years old
- The Worcester boiler is 3 years old
- The outhouse doubles as a utility space
- Well connected location
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